Abstract—A few aspects of integration of SIS junctions into a complete heterodyne receiver are discussed; a number of practical solutions are presented. The concept of perfect match for SIS mixers assumes proper integration of multiple junctions using series-parallel connection. Our recent progress in study of Josephson-type oscillators up to 1 THz is based on their integration with SIS mixers, dc-break filters and high-ratio impedance transformers. Fine adjustment of rf power from such integrated source is realized via controllable absorption by tunneling quasiparticles. A few variants of a quasipartial Superconducting Integrated Receiver comprising an integrated SIS mixer, FFO as a LO and optional harmonic SIS mixer in the PLL loop are demonstrated. A multi-channel concept of SQUID amplifier allows for a wide-band (rf) chain, which accomplishes the traditional set of devices used for a heterodyne SIS receiver.

I. INTRODUCTION

SIS junctions are unique devices combining two fundamental phenomena, the superconducting pairs tunneling (Josephson effect [1]) and the quasiparticle tunneling (Giaver effect [2]). This allows for use the same type of junction (e.g. Nb-AlO$_2$-Nb) either in a quasiparticle mode (for the quantum noise limited mixing or for the photon counting detection [3]) or in Josephson mode (for high frequency oscillators or for SQUID sensors, rf amplifiers, and digital devices [4]). This is why studies in SIS junction integration are of great importance for lightweight and low power consuming electronic applications.

II. OPTIMIZATION OF SIS MIXER CIRCUIT

The most serious problems of mixing with a SIS junction are its low effective resistance at $rf$ ($R_{eff}<<R_s$) caused by the junction’s capacitance and high output resistance ($R_{out}>>R_s$). To realize high $rf$ impedance, an array of $N$ series connected junctions can be used. However, series-biased array mixers suffer from unequal bias voltage due to junction inhomogeneity and from poor $if$ coupling due to very high output resistance.

It was suggested, analogous to Josephson arrays, to supply all $N$ junctions with equal bias voltage via high inductive superconducting feeds [5], [6]. Such arrangement allows for increased input, $R_{in}(N) = R_{in}(1)N$, and decreased output resistance, $R_{out}(N) = R_{out}(1)/N$ [7]. The optimum number $N$ for desired input and output resistance, $R_i$ and $R_o$, we estimate as

$$N = (R_i/R_o)^{1/2}((R_{out}(1)/R_{in}(1)))^{1/2}$$

To obtain good $rf$ coupling, capacitance of the junction has to be tuned out. Such compensated two-junction cell was suggested in 1982 [8]. The prototype cell contains two SIS junctions looped by an inductor, which resonates with the junctions’ capacitance. These junctions are connected in parallel at $dc$ and $if$, but one can chose how to connect the $rf$ source – in parallel to one of the junctions for $R_{in}=R_{in}/2$ or in parallel to the inductor for $R_{in}=2R_{in}$. It is easy to demonstrate that twin-SIS mixers [9]-[11] fit to this integration principle, which is tested experimentally up to $N=11$ at mm wavelength [12]. Practicable SIS mixers demonstrated receiver noise temperature, $T_{eq}$, as low as 20 K at 100 GHz with waveguides [12], 40 K at 470 GHz [13] and 245 K at 935 GHz with integrated lens-antennas [14]. Promising results are obtained at sub-THz frequencies with a resonant SIS mixer [15], which is the asymptotic solution for a twin-SIS mixer at high frequency.

III. TEST CIRCUITS FOR JOSEPHSON OSCILLATORS

The efficiency of $dc$-to-$rf$ conversion of a shunted SIS junction is limited by the shunt resistor, which provides $dc$ stability and, unfortunately, damping most of the oscillator power. A pure resistive shunt is difficult to realize especially at THz frequencies [6]. This is why in most experiments the large-$N$ array oscillators are operating in a resonant mode.

The flux-flow oscillator (FFO) is a long (distributed) non-shunted SIS junction with Josephson effect spatially synchronized by moving Josephson vortices [16]. Another example is a two-dimensional (2D) array oscillator of non-shunted SIS junctions above the ground plane [17]-[19]. For accurate measurement of power, tuning range and emission spectrum, we integrated oscillators with wide-band twin-SIS detectors. The detectors can be used either for power measurement or as harmonic mixers of a PLL system. Special coupling elements are developed for such circuits: wide-band high-ratio impedance transformers (250-750 GHz, 1/100), a few types of $dc$-blocking filters (150-850 GHz) and integrated control lines for local magnetic field (up to 30 kA/m). Using this integration approach, the non-shunted oscillators with
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dc-to-rf conversion efficiency above 10% (up to 30%) at 150 GHz are demonstrated [18]. A number of interesting experimental results are obtained: detailed spectrum of free-running and locked Nb FFO up to 700 GHz [20], frequency doubling in stacked FFOs [21], THz-band emission from NbN FFO up to 900 GHz [22] and evidence of a coherence threshold in 2D array oscillators [17]-[19]. To adjust rf power from a fix-tuned integrated oscillator, the electronically controlled absorption by quasiparticles was suggested; the SIS attenuators are developed and tested at 70 GHz and 325 GHz with integrated FFO [23].

IV. INTEGRATION OF A RECEIVER

Superconducting integrated receiver (SIR) is as a chip device containing sensitive (SIS) mixer coupled with its signal port to a waveguide or to a quasioptical antenna and with its LO port - to an integrated Josephson oscillator (FFO). The signal loss is unavoidable, if the simple T-junction power combiner is used. For the balanced scheme, the signal can be transferred from antenna to the mixing element without loss. The first waveguide SIR at 140 GHz [24] was built as quartz chip 5.3 mm x 0.5 mm x 0.15 mm using the simple scheme and the prototype two-junction cell SIS mixer [8]. The noise temperature less than 85 K was demonstrated. For the range 400-700 GHz the layout is changed: the quasioptical (QO) SIR is built around a double-dipole lens-antenna SIS mixer with an elliptical silicon lens as the only optical element. Balanced and single junction versions of QO SIR at 500 GHz demonstrated T_{N}=90 K and 140 K respectively [25]. An imaging receiver is developed and tested with nine pixels each one being an independent and replaceable QO SIR; the same pixel element is implemented in a compact probe-type laboratory sub-mm receiver [26]. A chip spectrometer at 330 GHz is developed as a combination of the QO SIR and PLL FFO circuits; the integrated LO is feeding now two mixers [27]. The frequency resolution as good as 10 kHz is measured along with fine detection of SO2 gas absorption spectrum at 326867 MHz.

V. DC SQUID BASED IF AMPLIFIER

It was demonstrated that dc SQUID can be used as an rf amplifier (SQA) with noise temperature at the level of 100 mK [28], but its bandwidth (BW) is hardly exceeding 10%. To attain wide-band performance, a concept of multi-channel SQA is developed [29]. We demonstrated that BW up to 2 GHz can be achieved for the 4-channel SQA. The channel design is based on the experimental SQA, which is developed via extensive scale modeling and tested in the frequency range 3.0-4.6 GHz demonstrating single-stage gain 12.0±1.0 dB, 3-dB bandwidth of 500 MHz and noise temperature 1.0±0.25 K. The input saturation power in terms of the noise temperature normalized to 1 GHz input bandwidth is measured as 55 K*GHz for 1 dB gain compression point that fits to low-signal applications.

VI. CONCLUSION

The experimental results are quite encouraging and the methods developed can be recommended as the guidelines for superconducting integration technology at rf. The research continues now towards a practicable integrated (imaging) PLL receiver for radio astronomy and monitoring of atmosphere.
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